SHOREBIRDS AND SMALL TERNS ON KING ISLAND
Report to King Island NRM, August 2009,
Eric J Woehler, Birds Tasmania.
INTRODUCTION
Tasmania is the southern-most destination in the East Asian-Australasian Flyway (EAAF) for migratory
shorebird species, and has a resident shorebird and beach-nesting community present year-round.
Previous assessments of the Tasmanian shorebird community and the threats faced by these birds (Bryant
2002, Priest et al. 2002, Spruzen et al. 2006) clearly highlight the high conservation value of coastal
shorebird habitats, and identify the need for additional data from areas less well studied, such as King
Island.
King Island is known to be an important site for resident and migratory shorebirds, based on early
reports (Green and McGarvie 1971) that have been supplemented with more recent surveys in the 1990s
and early 2000s (eg Lane 1987, Woehler and Park 2006, Lovibond 2007, Woehler 2007, Bamford et al.
2008, Birds Tasmania unpubl data). The island is recognised as internationally significant for ruddy
turnstone Arneria interpres by Bamford et al. (2008), and for pied Haematopus longirostris and sooty H.
fuliginosus oystercatchers, hooded plovers Thinornis rubricollis and fairy terns Sterna nereis (Lovibond
2007, Lovibond et al. 2007, Woehler 2007, Birds Tasmania unpubl data).
This inventory identifies important resident and migratory shorebird and tern sites on King Island. The
inventory identifies sites both for resident species that breed and are present year-round, and migratory
species that are present for only some period of each year (typically the summer months). This inventory
compiles published and unpublished census data, notes where other studies are underway, and where
analyses of data have commenced. The inventory also reports on sites for which previous data were
available in the context of relative contributions to current population estimates in both national and
international contexts.
SOURCES OF INFORMATION, DATA HANDLING
Published and unpublished survey and census data were collated. Few published data exist for King
Island (eg Green and McGarvie 1971), but considerable survey data from dedicated coastal surveys for
hooded plovers in 1992 (organised by Birds Tasmania, Woehler and Park 1997) and recent studies
(Lovibond 2007) provide considerable quantities of survey and census data. Unpublished survey data from
visits during the last five years by the author were included. Data compiled by the Australasian Wader Study
Group (AWSG) to 2006 were included; most recent surveys by C Minton and his team have been excluded
as their data are currently being analysed and this summary will not pre empt their findings.
Surveys by Lovibond (2007) represent the most recent GPS data for most coastal shorebirds from the
2006/07 summer survey and census; some additional GPS data are available for Christmas Island from
2006/07, and from Lavinia Point in 2008/09 (EJW unpubl data), Figure 1. Additional census and GPS data
for small terns for the 2007/08 and 2008/09 summer breeding seasons were also incorporated (N Burgess
and EJ Woehler, unpubl data).
All surveys typically comprised species abundance data for locations visited. More recent data
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include GPS data that allows mapping of nest sites or territories. All data for resident and migratory
shorebirds and small terns were compiled for each species to identify (a) nesting sites for resident
shorebirds and small terns and (b) important feeding and roosting sites for migratory shorebirds. Sandy
beaches were surveyed on foot between low and high water marks, and all shorebirds and terns
encountered were counted and mapped with one of two Garmin GPS units. Flocks of migratory shorebirds
observed feeding or roosting on coastal margins and in lagoons were also counted and mapped. All
surveys report (as a minimum) the presence of species at localities.
Current estimates of resident populations for Australia (Wetlands International 2006) were used to
assess the survey results within a national context. Population estimates of migratory species were
obtained from data in Wetlands International (2006). Two thresholds were used for assessing resident and
migratory species’ numbers on King Island. These were 0.1% and 1% of current population and flyway
estimates, respectively. These thresholds provide criteria for the identification of important sites on King
Island for migratory species, and of the island as a whole for resident species, in line with previous efforts to
identify important shorebird sites in Tasmania (eg Woehler and Park 2006, Woehler 2007, Woehler 2008).
The two thresholds have been adopted for Tasmanian surveys in the absence of any current guidelines for
identifying important sites for resident shorebird species. It should be noted that the Federal Government is
about to adopt similar criteria and thresholds for assessments under the EPBC Act (1999).

Figure 1. GPS data from the 2006/07 and 2008/09 summer
coastal shorebird and small tern surveys indicating extent of survey efforts.

RESIDENT SHOREBIRDS
The resident coastal shorebird community on King Island comprises hooded and red-capped
Charadrius ruficapilus plovers and pied and sooty oystercatchers (Table 1, Figure 2). Black-fronted plovers
Elseyornis melanops and masked lapwings Vanellus miles will not be considered here. Breeding resident
shorebirds were present on all beaches surveyed in 2006/07 (Figure 2). Estimates of breeding populations
are shown in Table 1. It must be noted that the population estimate for sooty oystercatchers is a gross
underestimate, given their preference for nesting on non-sandy (rocky) foreshores and coasts, which have
yet to be surveyed on King Island. Early planning for a survey of sooty oystercatchers to be conducted on
King Island in 2009/10 has commenced.
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Hooded plovers were present in high numbers on Yellow Rock Beach and White Beach, with lower
numbers of breeding territories at Cowper Point, and on the smaller beaches on the west and south-east
coasts (Figure 2). Based on current data and estimates for the few beaches not surveyed in 2006/07, there
were an estimated 60 pairs of hooded plovers on King Island in 2006/07, Table 1. This population size is
significant at national and international levels, see below and Table 3.
Red-capped plovers were present in high numbers at the southern end of Yellow Rock Beach, Lavinia
Point and at Cowper Point (Figure 2). Breeding pairs were also present on beaches on the central west
coast and southward of Currie. Red-capped plovers also nest on shingle foreshores, and as these areas
were not surveyed in 2006/07; for example, red-capped plovers have been reported nesting on the rocky
foreshore below the Currie Golf Course (EJ Woehler unpubl data). The current estimate of >40 breeding
pairs for King Island (Table 1) is a considerable a considerable under-estimate and will require surveys of all
non-sandy foreshores to obtain better estimates of the total breeding population present on the island. It is
presently considered unlikely that the total breeding population on the island would be significant at
national and international scales.

Species

Estimated breeding population
on King Island (pairs)

Hooded Plover

60

Red-capped Plover

>40

Pied Oystercatcher

110

Sooty Oystercatcher

>50

Table 1. Estimated breeding populations for beach-nesting shorebirds on King Island,
based on surveys in 2006/07 to 2008/09 and estimated percentage of species’ populations.
Data from Lovibond (2007), Lovibond et al. 92007) and EJ Woehler (unpubl data).

Pied oystercatchers are the most widely distributed and most abundant resident shorebird (based on
current population data) on King Island (Table 1, Figure 2). High numbers were present on Yellow Rock,
Lavinia and Nine Mile Beaches. Breeding pied oystercatchers were present on almost all sandy beaches
surveyed in 2006/07, with very few exceptions (Figure 2). Based on survey data, the estimated breeding
population on King Island is 110 pairs of pied oystercatchers. This population size is significant at national
and international levels, see below and Table 3.
Sooty oystercatchers were not a focal species during the 2006/07 survey as the survey was
conducted on sandy beaches rather than rocky foreshores where this species nests. Thus the current
estimate of >40 pairs is a considerable under-estimate for this species on King Island. Preliminary
assessments of sooty oystercatcher numbers on rocky coastal areas on the southeast and west coasts of
King Island (N Burgess and EJ Woehler, unpubl data) suggest a breeding population similar in size to that of
pied oystercatchers on King Island. Future surveys will provide more accurate estimates of the total
breeding population on the island and its level of significance at national and international scales.
MIGRATORY SHOREBIRDS - SPECIES ABUNDANCES AND TRENDS
More than 10 species of migratory shorebirds have been recorded from King Island (Green and
McGarvie 1971, Bryant 2002, Birds Tasmania and AWSG unpubl data); the more frequently and/or more
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recently observed species are listed in Table 2. Only three species are present in significant numbers:
double-banded plovers from New Zealand (winter visitors), and red-necked stints and ruddy turnstones,
both summer visitors from the Northern Hemisphere.
In contrast, most species of migratory shorebirds are typically seen in low numbers around King
Island. To some extent this reflects the absence of co-ordinated simultaneous surveys on the island. Such
surveys require considerable logistic support for a team of counters located at key sites around the island.
While they have been conducted elsewhere in Tasmania (eg southeast and northwest Tasmania), such
counts have yet to be attempted on King Island, but would provide a more complete and more accurate
assessment of the migratory shorebirds present on King Island. Of considerable concern is the long-term
reduction in migratory species diversity and abundances on King Island where reliable census data are
available. Maximum numbers of migratory species were typically recorded during the 1980s and 1990s, and
where survey data are available, the numbers since then are lower. Current numbers of migratory shorebirds
on King Island are considerably lower than for the 1980s and 1990s, and this parallels the trends in
abundances of migratory shorebirds on mainland Tasmanian sites.

Figure 2. Maps showing the distribution of breeding by resident coastal shorebirds on King Island in 2006/07.
Pink identifies survey effort, and black points indicate nests or breeding territories. Upper: hooded (left) and redcapped plover (right), lower: pied (left) and sooty oystercatcher (right).

The majority of the migratory shorebirds reported from King Island are typically coastal, but some
species will use other (inland) habitats in addition to coastal habitats. Sharp-tailed sandpipers will feed and
roost in or near wet coastal vegetation at the mouth of the Sea Elephant River or at inland lagoons such as
Lake Flannigan, and double-banded plovers will feed and roost in wet pasture.
An unknown aspect of migratory shorebirds’ use of King Island is whether King Island acts as a
destination or a staging area on migration. Given the proximity of King Island to northwest Tasmania, it is
likely that most species of migratory shorebirds use King Island as a stop-over, rather than as a destination.
Notwithstanding this, the species diversity of migratory shorebirds on the island is noteworthy, as are the
abundances of some species (see above and Table 4).
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Bar-tailed Godwit Limosa lapponica

Marsh Sandpiper Tringa stagnatilis

Common Greenshank Tringa nebularia

Pacific Golden Plover Pluvialis fulva

Curlew Sandpiper Calidris ferruginea

Red-necked Stint Calidris ruficollis

Double-banded Plover Charadrius bicinctus

Ruddy Turnstone A. interpres

Eastern Curlew Numenius madagascariensis

Sanderling Calidris alba

Grey Plover Pluvialis squatarola

Sharp-tailed Sandpiper Calidris acuminata

Lesser Sand Plover Charadrius mongolus
Table 2. Migratory shorebirds recorded on King Island. Not all species have been listed above
as some species have not been seen for more than 10 years and/or have only been seen
infrequently on the island since 1980.

Figure 3. Maps showing locations of sightings of red-necked stints (left) and ruddy turnstone (right) during the
2006/07 and 2008/09 surveys (black dots). Red dots indicate survey efforts.

SMALL TERNS
Two species of small tern are known to nest on King Island beaches, fairy and little terns S. albifrons
(Rounsevell 1983). Fairy and little terns typically nest colonially and can occur in mixed-species colonies,
but little terns will also nest as isolated nest sites on beaches. Crested and Caspian terns are known
breeding species on the island; the status of white-fronted terns S. striata on King Island is indeterminate.
Known nesting sites for small terns on King Island comprise Yellow-Rock Beach, Christmas Island,
Lavinia Point and the coast between Sea Elephant River and Cowper Point. Surveys and monitoring of
these sites in the 2006/07, 2007/08 and 2008/09 summer breeding seasons suggest a combined total of
approximately 120 to 140 pairs of fairy terns and of the order of 3 to 5 pairs of little terns. The population
size of fairy terns is significant at national levels (see below and Table 4). It is unclear whether Lavinia Point
is used for breeding simultaneously with Sea Elephant - Cowper Point, or whether the two sites are used
alternatively, is likely to depend upon on the levels and timing of disturbance at both sites.
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A late season visit in March 2009 to Lavinia Point recorded 100 fairy terns with several 3-4 week old
chicks being fed, and 6 or so little tern adults present (EJ Woehler and N Burgess). A number of fledgelings
were present - these could have been of either species. There had been no record of breeding at Lavinia
Point earlier in the 2008/09 summer - a similar number of fairy terns had been reported breeding at Sea
Elephant - Cowper Point in December 2008, so it is possible that a second breeding attempt was made
later in the season at Lavinia Point by the same birds that had bred earlier at Sea Elephant - Cowper Point.
However, simultaneous surveys would be required during a breeding season to confirm total breeding
population size of small terns on King Island.
No records of mixed-species pairs (ie one fairy tern and one little tern) have been reported from King
Island; these are known from other colonies on the Tasmanian mainland (EJ Woehler and V Ruoppolo
unpubl data). Surveys in 2009/10 will search for such instances at nesting colonies. Other nest sites for little
terns may be present on King Island, given their capacity to nest as isolated pairs. These sites would be
relatively difficult to locate without dedicated surveys, and concomitantly, easy to destroy with the high
frequency of vehicles on beaches.
TRENDS IN RESIDENT SHOREBIRD AND BREEDING TERN POPULATIONS
There are insufficient data on resident shorebird populations on King Island to identify current trends
in populations. Hooded plovers were surveyed in 1992/93 and 2002/03 on King Island as contributions to
state-wide counts. The total numbers of hooded plovers in these two surveys were 92 and 140, from 88 and
122km, respectively. The 2006/07 survey recorded 156 hooded plovers on 158km of beaches surveyed.
However, the considerable differences present in the survey efforts and areas surveyed in these three
surveys prevent an immediate comparison among these data, with detailed analyses required to determine
population numbers and trends at individual sites visited on more than one occasion; some integration of
site-specific data will be possible if sufficient sites have been visited more than once. These analyses will be
undertaken following the 2009/10 survey, which aims to collate and analyse all data from the three previous
surveys on King Island, in conjunction with the 2009/10 data. Analyses of other resident species’ population
data will also be attempted to provide a preliminary assessment of breeding population trends for resident
species on King Island. Very few data are available for nesting tern numbers on King Island before 2005/06
(EJ Woehler and N Burgess unpubl data). With further tern survey data to be collected in 2009/10, a
preliminary analysis will be undertaken of collated tern data for King Island.
RESIGHTINGS - MOVEMENTS BY SHOREBIRDS TO AND FROM KING ISLAND
An extensive data set is presently being compiled by the Australasian Wader Study Group (AWSG) on
the movements of resident and migratory shorebirds to and from King Island, based on resightings and
recoveries of banded and flagged birds. While much of the effort is focussed on migratory species such as
ruddy turnstones banded on King Island and resighted elsewhere on their migrations within the East Asian
Australasian Flyway, a considerable number of resightings of banded and flagged oystercatchers has been
made to date (AWSG unpubl data, N and M Burgess pers obs, EJ Woehler pers obs). The resighting data
for migratory species are currently being analysed by C Minton and the AWSG, and their results will be
presented elsewhere upon completion of their extensive analyses. The extensive resightings on King Island
of pied and sooty oystercatchers banded in Victoria clearly indicates that there is a considerable flux across
Bass Strait for both of these species. In some cases, Victorian birds have been seen later on the Tasmanian
west coast much farther south (EJ Woehler unpubl data), indicating that King Island is both a destination
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and a stop-over point for these species. A suggestion that some pied oystercatchers return to Victoria from
King Island during the winter months (N Burgess pers comm) requires further analyses of available band
data. No individuals of other resident shorebirds and small terns have been banded on King Island.
THREATS TO KING ISLAND SHOREBIRDS
The threats to the resident and migratory shorebirds on King Island are numerous, wide spread and
increasing in their intensity, frequency and distribution. The threats on King Island parallel those on the
Tasmanian coastline and elsewhere around Australia (Oldland et al. 2009). Threats to shorebirds are threats
to beach-nesting small terns. A rapid increase in 4WD and quad-bike traffic on beaches during summer
months destroys nests and eggs and crushes chicks. Dogs off-leash predate eggs and chicks. An
increasing human recreational presence on King Island beaches disturbs nesting and feeding shorebirds
and terns. All disturbance events to migratory shorebirds reduces their capacity to store food for their
migration, resulting in leaner birds with lower body masses unlikely to migrate successfully. Efforts to
reduce human impacts to shorebirds and small terns will require innovative and concerted efforts in the face
of community resistance to changes in lifestyle and perceived “traditional” coastal activities.
SYNTHESIS - KING ISLAND SHOREBIRDS AND TERNS IN TASMANIAN, NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL CONTEXTS
Based on the survey effort and numbers of resident shorebirds recorded during this survey, it is clear
that King Island has high conservation value for resident species (Tables 1 and 3). It is inappropriate to
calculate mean densities (birds/km) for the various beaches surveyed as the birds are not distributed evenly
along the beaches - they exhibit a very patchy distribution along the coastline. It is better to consider the
extensive stretches of sandy beaches on King Island as a connected network of beaches that provide
suitable nesting and feeding habitats to these resident species. Beaches not used for breeding will be used
for feeding and dispersion by fledgelings, and will also provide critical habitat for non-breeding and prebreeding individuals.
From the 2006/07 and subsequent survey data, King Island holds approximately 10% of the known
hooded plover population in Tasmania (current estimate of 600 pairs: Birds Tasmania unpubl data). The King
Island population of hooded plovers is approximately 1% of the species population, and thus is significant
at Tasmanian, Australian and international levels. From these surveys, King Island holds 7 to 8% of the
Tasmanian population and approximately 2% of the Australian population of pied oystercatchers. This
population is significant at Tasmanian, Australian and international levels.
As very little sooty oystercatcher breeding habitat was surveyed in 2006/07 and in subsequent
surveys, it is likely that the total sooty oystercatcher population on King Island will be considerably higher,
and thus its proportion of the estimated Australian population significantly higher. Based on current and
incomplete data, at least 1% of the Australian sooty oystercatcher population are known to be present on
KIng Island, immediately making the population significant at Australian and international levels.
The current estimate of at least 40 breeding pairs of red-capped plovers for King Island is believed to
be a considerable under-estimate of the total population present on the island. Surveys of non-sandy
foreshores are required to obtain more precise estimates of the total breeding population present on the
island. It is presently considered unlikely that the total breeding population on the island would be
significant at national and international scales, but this assessment requires further data before it can be
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deemed to be a final assessment.

Estimated breeding
population,
King Island (pairs)

% Tasmanian
population on King
Island

% Australian
population on
King Island

60

10%

1%

Red-capped Plover

>40

<0.1%

Pied Oystercatcher

110

est 7-8%

Sooty Oystercatcher

>50

Species

Hooded Plover

2%
~1%

Fairy Tern

120 - 140

60%

Little Tern

1-4

>50%

8-10%

Table 3. Significance of resident shorebird and small tern populations on King Island
as percentages of Tasmanian and Australian populations.

Approximately 180 pairs of fairy terns are believed to have nested in Tasmania in the 2007/08 and 2008/09
summers (Birds Tasmania unpubl data), and approximately two thirds of them breed on King Island, making
King Island the most important breeding site for this Vulnerable-listed species in Tasmania. All other
colonies on the Tasmanian coast are typically between 2 and 25 pairs, so the large colonies at Sea Elephant
- Cowper Pt and Lavinia Point are significant breeding localities for Tasmania and Australia. Fewer than 10
pairs of little terns were recorded in Tasmania during the 2008/09 summer breeding season, with more than
half reported from King Island (Table 3). Little terns are listed as Endangered under Tasmanian legislation, so
the breeding population of little terns on King Island is significant. Both species are listed under the EPBC
Act (1999).

Species

Estimated number of
individuals on King Island

% EAAF
population

Double-banded Plover

250 - 500**

0.5 - 1%

Red-necked Stint

500 - 800

0.1 - 0.5%

Ruddy Turnstone

1200 - 1500

3 - 5%

Table 4. Significance of migratory shorebird numbers on King Island as percentages of their
East Asian-Australasian Flyway (EAAF) populations (Bamford et al. 2008).

Of the migratory species of shorebird, only three species are presently known to be present on King
Island in numbers that are nationally and internationally significant (Table 4). Double-banded plovers are
present on King Island during the winter months in numbers approaching 1% of the global population
(AWSG unpubl data, Birds Tasmania unpubl data). An accurate assessment of the numbers present on King
Island will require winter surveys, rather than the summer surveys for the other migratory species. Based on
recent counts exceeding 1200 birds, a significant percentage of the global population of ruddy turnstones is
present on King Island. As with other migratory species, co-ordinated counts are necessary to obtain a
more accurate estimate of the total numbers present on King Island during the summer months.
It is also noteworthy that the shorebird community on King Island is relatively diverse, with a species
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diversity similar to the shorebird community in the Robbins Passage/Boullanger Bay region of northwest
Tasmania. The Robbins Passage/Boullanger Bay area is the most significant shorebird site in Tasmania in
terms of abundances of shorebirds (Bryant 2002, Spruzen et al. 2006, Woehler 2007). It is also the most
species diverse area for shorebirds in Tasmania, and the similarity in shorebird species between King Island
and northwest Tasmania is likely to reflect an interchange of shorebirds between the two sites.
CONCLUSIONS
It is appropriate to view the entire King Island coast as an inter-connected and inter-dependent
network of sites, supporting a remarkable diversity of species some of which are present in numbers of
international significance. All inter-tidal areas and coastal wetlands, and some inland lagoons are used as
feeding and roosting habitats for resident and migratory shorebirds on King Island. The coastal habitats are
shared with two species of small beach-nesting terns in numbers that are significant at Tasmanian and
Australian scales.
There is a potential for the King Island shorebird and small tern community to be linked with the
internationally-significant wetlands and inter-tidal areas in northwest Tasmania, through the local flux of
birds moving between these two areas at different times of the year. Similar linkages with Victoria are
present. King Island is not an isolated landfall for these birds - it is linked with New Zealand, Siberia and the
Arctic regions of North America by migration corridor - the East Asian Australasian Flyway. The Flyway and
the birds that fly within it annually, intimately link King Island with other parts of the globe. A loss of these
birds will have National and International significance.
King Island has high shorebird and small tern values that are under significant and increasing threat.
A rich coastal shorebird and tern species diversity with populations of some species that are significant at
Tasmanian, Australian and international levels. These values require urgent actions to conserve them into
the future. The threats to the resident and migratory shorebirds on King Island are numerous, wide spread
and increasing in their intensity, frequency and distribution. King Island is not unique with regard to these
threats: the threats are common to most coastal areas close to human populations in Australia. Efforts
elsewhere should be used to provide best-practice principles and implementation of coastal management
and conservation efforts on the island. Integrating coastal efforts with planning and all facets of community
activities on the island will maximise the potential benefits to the environment and to the people of King
Island.
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